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Abstract

In ATM systems, the massive number of interacting entities makes it difficult

to identify critical elements and paths of disturbance propagation, as well as

to predict the system-wide effects that innovations might have. To this end,

suitable metrics are required to assess the role of the interconnections between

the elements and complex network science provides several network metrics to

evaluate the network functioning. Here we focus on centrality and causality

metrics measuring, respectively, the importance of a node and the propagation

of disturbances along links. By investigating a dataset of US flights, we show

that existing centrality and causality metrics are not suited to characterise the

effect of delays in the system. We then propose generalisations of such metrics

that we prove suited to ATM applications. Specifically, the new centrality is

able to account for the temporal and multi-layer structure of ATM network,

while the new causality metric focuses on the propagation of extreme events

along the system.

1To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: silvia.zaoli@unibo.it
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1. Introduction

The introduction of changes in the ATM system is often difficult due to

the tight interdependencies that exists across the different systems, subsystems,

and institutional frameworks. The full implications of changes on parts of the

system are difficult to predict at system level.

At a time of increased traffic, the ATM system can improve its performance

by being better tuned for flexibility. For example, understanding the coupling

between flights helps to understand the margins embedded into the flight sched-

ules designed by airlines and can lead to better knowledge of the coupling be-

tween stakeholders and processes.

Current monitoring of ATM performances are based on classical indicators

(KPIs) which are estimated considering different stakeholders. However, the

interdependencies among the system elements are not adequately represented.

Capturing these interdependencies is critical in order to understand the current

system performances and how changes affect the relationship between the ele-

ments in the system. This can be mitigated with the use of network metrics (1)

such as centrality and causality, which quantify the network connectivity and

highlight the delay propagation patterns. Moreover, it is relevant to consider

how system’s elements are connected and how their criticality to propagate de-

lay and cost might be different from the perspective of different stakeholders

(and in particular for flights and passengers)(2, 3).

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we show that existing network

metrics are not suitable to identify the effect of delays and missed connections

in the functioning of the ATM system at a global and local level. Second, we

propose new metrics which are tested on real traffic data and are designed to

capture loss of airport centralities and to identify channels of disturbance propa-

gation. By using suitable simulation models, these network metrics can be used

to assess the effect of the introduction of new mechanisms (e.g. modifiying the

flight arrival coordination) on the ATM system. Within the Domino project we

have developed a detailed Agent Based Model simulating the whole European
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airspace. One of the objectives of the project has been exactly to use the new

metrics presented here to test the effect of three different innovations in the

ATM. The model and the results of the application of the new metrics to its

output will be presented in a separate article.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background on metrics

for the estimation of ATM performances. The network metrics of centrality and

causality are described in Section 3, along with their application to a US traffic

dataset. This helps to highlight the potential and limitation of these metrics.

Finally, in Section 4 we draw some conclusions.

2. Background – classical metrics

When analysing the performance of the ATM system, a set of metrics are

usually used in the ATM community. These can be grouped by different areas

and stakeholders. Some of them capture the interaction of elements in the

system but in an implicit manner, as the network view of the system is not

explicitly represented. It is common to consider average values for the metrics

even if it has been shown that their distribution are critical to understand the

system performance. This is particularly relevant in the case of delay and cost

of delay due to the non-linearity between them (4).

SESAR identifies 6 different key performance areas (KPAs) with different

key performance indicator (KPIs) that need to be monitored in order to assess

the impact of introducing different solutions. Table 1 summarises these.

These indicators allow stakeholders to monitor the performance of the sys-

tem at a very high level and to define political goals. When considering the

full impact of introducing new solutions in the system, one should consider

the different stakeholders and the trade-offs that emerge between lower level

indicators. In particular metrics should be defined for:

• ANSPs

• Airports

• Airspace users
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Table 1: SESAR performance KPAs/KPIs (adapted from (5))

Key performance

area

Key performance indicator

Cost efficiency:

ANS productivity

• Gate-to-gate direct ANS cost per flight

– Determined unit cost for en-route ANS

– Determined unit cost for terminal ANS

Operational effi-

ciency

• Fuel burn per flight (tonne/flight)

• Flight time per flight (min/flight)

Capacity • Departure delay (min/dep)

• En-route air traffic flow management delay

• Primary and reactionary delays all causes

• Additional flights at congested airports (million)

• Network throughput additional flights (million)

Environment • CO2 emissions (tonne/flight)

– Horizontal flight efficiency (actual trajectory)

– Vertical efficiency

– Taxi-out phase

Safety • Accidents with ATM contribution

Security • ATM related security incidents resulting in traffic dis-

ruptions

• Passengers

• Environment

Table 2 summarises, per stakeholder, different metrics that have been con-

sidered in previous research (6, 7).

It has been pointed out several times how similar metrics (e.g., delay) could

be experienced very differently by different stakeholders and in particular the

differences between flight-centric and passenger-centric metrics(6). For example,

reductions in flight arrival delay with passenger arrival delay map close to a

1:1.3 ratio(7). That is, on average, one minute of flight delay corresponds to 1.3

minutes of delay per passenger. This is due to the fact that the delay experienced
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by passengers is higher due to missed connections(7).

This is one of the main reasons why when analysing the system performance

not only flight-centric but also passenger-centric metrics should be considered.

This duality might be relevant also when considering the interaction between

elements in the system at network level.

These metrics are useful for performance monitoring and to understand the

impact of different ATM solutions on the different stakeholders and their trade-

offs. However, they do not address the complexity of the network nor provide

information on how the different elements are related in the system. For this

reason, specific ad hoc network metrics should be considered.

3. Network metrics

Centrality and causality metrics are network metrics which can be applied to

the ATM system, as this can be seen as a network whose nodes are the airports.

In this section, we define and apply them to a dataset of 2015 US flights with

the aim of highlighting their capabilities and limitations.

Centrality is a measure of the importance of a node in a network. While

several different definitions of centrality exist, all centrality metrics are based on

some concept of connectivity of a node in terms of links, paths or walks joining

it to the other nodes of the network. In the ATM network, we can consider the

flights as links between the airports. Then, when airports are ranked according

to an appropriate centrality measure, the airports with the highest ranks are

the ones providing to the passengers the highest potential of moving through

the network. The loss of centrality of an airport, between the scheduled and the

realised network, signals a diminished potential of moving through the network

passing through that node, which means, from the passenger’s point of view,

a diminished performance of the network. This loss of centrality should reflect

both the missing links due to cancellations and the disrupted paths due to

delays. Provided a centrality metric satisfying these requirements, comparing

the loss of centrality between the realised and the scheduled flight network
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among case studies implementing different mechanisms would allow to assess the

impact of innovations on the network performance. In particular, an innovation

minimising the centrality losses between the scheduled and realised network

represents an improvement from the passengers’ point of view. In section 3.2.1

we review some of the most commonly used centrality metrics and in section

3.2.2 we show their limitations in describing the loss of connectivity of the

network due to delays. Finally, in section 3.2.3 we present a recently proposed

centrality metrics suited for the air traffic network, Trip centrality (8), and show

that it serves our purposes.

In the ATM system, delays and congestion states propagate through the sys-

tem due to the entangled interactions between the flights and the environment,

e.g., the network manager, the airports or the arrival coordinators. As inno-

vations aim to reduce the propagation of delays, the complex network toolbox

should include a metric able to detect the extent to which the congested state

of an airport causes congestion in other nodes of the network. In Time Series

Analysis, a (directional) causal relation between two systems is detected when

the information on the state of one system helps in predicting the future state

of the other. The presence of a causal relation is assessed by means of statistical

tests whose most famous example is the Granger causality metrics (9). Indeed,

it has been recently applied to airport networks (10, 11). Here, a data driven

approach is adopted to identify the channels through which the delay propagates

and establish a network of causal relations, where a link between two airports is

present if delay propagates from one to the other. Causality is tested between

the states of congestion of airports in the network, measured as the average

flight delay for that airport. The topology of the resulting causal network may

change depending on the mechanism implemented in the system. This relates

the presence of innovations at the micro level to its impact on delay dynamics

and propagation at some macro level of aggregation, such as airports, airlines or

passengers. For example, a smaller number of causal links and less causal feed-

backs can be seen as an improvement of the system, as they signal a diminished

coupling of the systems’ elements. In section 3.3.1 we review Granger causality
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metrics and its recent application to ATM systems. Then, in section 3.3.2 we

show some limitations in describing non-linear aspects of delay propagation and

possible spurious causal relations as a consequence of the autocorrelation struc-

ture of the delay states. Finally, in section 3.3.3 we suggest the improvements

that could be introduced to the existing metrics.

3.1. Dataset

To show the limitations of existing metrics (centrality and causality), we

apply them to the network of flights operated in 2015 by 14 major US airlines.

The dataset was obtained from the U.S. Department of Transportation’s (DOT)

Bureau of Transportation Statistics. For each flight, the dataset reports the

date, the airline operating it, the departure and arrival airport, the scheduled

departure and arrival times and the realised ones, the aircraft tail number,

whether it was cancelled or diverted. All schedules were converted from local

time to Eastern Standard Time (EST). For the centrality analysis, performed

on one day, the day was considered to start at 4AM EST. This choice reflects

the fact that, as shown already in (12), very few flights depart between 0AM

an 4AM local time, therefore 4AM EST is a time of minimum activity across

all the country. Causality analysis was instead performed on hourly time series

ranging from one to three months.

3.2. Centrality metrics

3.2.1. State of the art

Commonly used centrality metrics apply to single-layer static networks. Let

us therefore start by considering the network of flights and airports aggregated

across layers, i.e., across airlines, and across time frames, i.e., where all flights

are present at the same time regardless of their schedule. Let A be the weighted

adjacency matrix of the network, such that Aij = k if there are k flights going

from i to j. Here, we consider three among the most common and well known

centrality metrics: degree centrality, Katz centrality, and Page Rank. Since the

network of flights and airports is directed, a distinction should be made, in each
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case, between incoming and outgoing centrality.

The incoming (outgoing) degree centrality of a node i is given by the number

of incoming (outgoing) edges (each flight is considered as an edge),

dINi =
∑
j

Aji, (1)

dOUT
i =

∑
j

Aij , (2)

where the index j runs on all the nodes. This centrality metric measures with

how many flights node i can be reached (respectively, how many flights depart

from node i). However, an important feature of the flight network are connec-

tions, which make use of two or more flights. A commonly used metric which

considers a node’s centrality to depend on the walks of any length arriving to (or

departing from) that node is Katz centrality (13). The incoming Katz centrality

of node i is

kINi =
∑
j

(I− αA)−1ji =
∑
j

∞∑
n=0

αn(An)ji, (3)

where I is the identity matrix. Thus each walk of length n from any node j

of the network to i contributes αn to the centrality of i. Since α < 1, longer

walks contribute less and its value determines the contribution of long walks

to centrality. The weight coefficient α must be smaller than the inverse of the

largest eigenvalue of A for the expression to converge (13). Correspondingly,

the outgoing Katz centrality of node i is

kOUT
i =

∑
j

(I− αA)−1ij =
∑
j

∞∑
n=0

αn(An)ij . (4)

Page Rank is a generalisation of Katz centrality, developed by Google, that

introduces an additional weight to the paths, depending on the in- (or out-)

degree of the nodes they cross. Specifically,

pINi =
∑
j

(I− αD−1A)−1ji , (5)

where Dij = δijd
OUT
j , so that a link from j to k is weighted by the inverse of

the out-degree of j, 1/dOUT
j .
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3.2.2. Application of the existing metrics to the US flights dataset

To apply centrality metrics, we selected two days of the dataset differing in

the amount of delay realised on the network. We considered four global param-

eters characterising delay: the fraction of delayed flights, the total delay, the

average delay, and the average delay of delayed flights. On the first selected day,

April 3rd 2015, all these parameters are below or close to the average (computed

on all days), while on the second considered day, April 9th 2015, all parameters

are above average. Additionally, April 3rd had 87 cancelled flights, while April

9th had 246. In the following, we refer to these two days respectively as “day

1” and “day 2”. For each day, we computed the airports’ ranking according

to each of the three centrality metrics reviewed in section 3.2, incoming and

outgoing, for the scheduled and the realised network. The obtained ranking are

compared using the Kendall rank correlation coefficient τ , which measures the

similarity of two ranked sequences of data. The coefficient takes values in [-1,1],

with the value 1 corresponding to two identical sequences and the value -1 to

two sequences that are one the inverse of the other.

For Katz centrality, we chose α = 0.003, assuring convergence of the metric for

both chosen days. Note that this small value of α strongly penalises long walks,

therefore we do not expect the ranking to differ much from the degree ranking.

For Page Rank centrality, instead, larger αs still allow convergence, therefore we

chose α = exp(−1/2), so that walks of length n ≤ 2 are given a non negligible

weight.

The rankings according to incoming and outgoing centralities result are very

similar according to all three metrics, displaying, for day 1, respectively τ =

0.97, 0.97 and 0.93 on the scheduled network and τ = 0.97, 0.97 and 0.93 for

the realised one. Also the rankings according to the centrality computed on

the scheduled network and on the realised one are quite similar for both days.

For day 1, the rankings display correlations, respectively for the three metrics,

τ =0.996, 0.995 and 0.995 in the incoming case and τ =0.996, 0.991 and 0.991

in the outgoing case. For day 2, we have τ = 0.990, 0.985 and 0.995 in the
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incoming case and τ = 0.980, 0.976 and 0.992 in the outgoing case. The slightly

smaller rank correlations coefficients for day 2 are due to the larger number of

cancelled flights with respect to day 1. However, none of the considered cen-

trality measures is able to reflect the fact that, on day 2, the much larger and

abundant delays certainly caused more disruption of the network connectivity.

In fact, if cancelled flights were excluded from the analysis (i.e., they are not

counted in the scheduled network either), these static metrics would not see any

centrality loss at all due to the delays, therefore the rankings according to the

scheduled and the realised networks would be identical.

While the rankings according to degree and Katz centrality are similar (for the

scheduled network, incoming case, τ = 0.90 for day 1 and τ = 0.88 for day

2), Page Rank introduces stronger ranking differences with respect to Katz (for

the scheduled network, incoming case, τ = 0.77 for day 1 and τ = 0.68 for

day 2)2. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the two rankings, highlighting that

most of the difference is due to a group of airports having a low ranking ac-

cording to Katz centrality and getting a strong ranking boost with Page Rank

(in the upper left part of the figure). These are mostly small airports in Alaska

having direct flights to the airport of Anchorage. As Anchorage has itself a

strong rank increase due to having several directed flights from airports with

low out-degree, all the airports connected to it by a direct flight also increase

their ranking. This outcome, with a set of peripheral airports climbing the

ranking, questions the suitability of Page Rank centrality to characterise node

importance in ATM networks. In general, these differences between different

centrality metrics highlight the fact that each metric describes a different as-

pect of the network structure, and care should be taken in their comparison.

For example, degree considers only direct links, therefore it is appropriate if

we are interested in assessing the potentiality of an airport to provide direct

connections to other airports of the network, but it is not able to evaluate the

role of flight connections. Katz centrality and Page Rank, instead, take into ac-

count also walks of any length on the network. While walks on the aggregated,

2This difference is not due to the different values of α in the two cases.
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Figure 1: Comparison of airport ranks according to incoming Katz centrality and incoming

Page Rank centrality for the scheduled network on day 1. The red line is the 1:1 line. Points

above the red line represent airports having gained importance with Page Rank.

static network considered here do not correspond to real itineraries that can be

followed, accounting for longer walks means attributing centrality to an airport

if it is connected to other central airports. Therefore, these two metrics are

more appropriate when we want to assess the the potentiality of an airport to

provide connections to other airports of the network with walks of any length.

As a consequence of the different way of weighting walks in the two metrics,

Katz centrality favours airports linked to large airports (with many link), as

they will have many walks departing or arriving, while Page Rank rather tends

to favour airports with more links to smaller sized airport.

3.2.3. A new centrality metric for the ATM system

To evaluate the effect of changes in the ATM system on the network perfor-

mance, a centrality metric should be able to tell apart a situation where delays

disrupt connections to one where they do not. Specifically, an airport’s cen-

trality should reflect its participation to walks that can actually be travelled,

i.e., respecting the schedule, so that disrupted connections imply a centrality

drop. We showed in section 3.2.2 that this is not the case for existing centrality

metrics. In fact, all three metrics presented here do not account for the tem-

poral structure of the network. Katz and Page Rank centrality, in particular,
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count walks on the network which are not time ordered and therefore have no

relation with the trajectories that passengers could travel. As a consequence,

these metrics cannot reflect the effect of delays on the network’s connectivity.

Additionally, the weight assigned to each walk does not consider which airline

each flight composing the walk belongs to, therefore a walk using only flights of

one airline has the same weight of a walk of the same length using several air-

lines. However, a more realistic assumption would be that the latter contributes

less to centrality, as it is travelled with a smaller probability. Accounting for

this requires considering the multiplex structure of the network.

Generalisations of the existing metrics should therefore be devised to overcome

these limitations. A version of Katz centrality for temporal network has been

proposed in (14). It considers adjacency matrices A[t] containing only the links

present in a time frame around time t and counts walks which are ordered in

time. However, it does not account for the fact that a link’s duration coincides

with the time it takes to travel though that link, affecting the feasibility of a

walk. A solution to account for link’s schedule by introducing secondary nodes

was introduced in (15). By joining these two ideas, a new centrality metric,

named “Trip Centrality” was proposed by three of us in (8). To compute Trip

centrality, a secondary node is introduced for each link (i.e., flight) in the net-

work, and such link is substituted by two ‘stubs’, one from the origin node to

the secondary one, present only in the time frame during which the original

link was appearing (time of departure) and one from the secondary node to the

destination one, present only in the time frame during which the original link

was disappearing (time of arrival). With the introduction of secondary nodes,

the time of residence in a secondary node coincides with the time it takes to

travel through the original link. If {A[ti]}i=1,...T are time-discretized adjacency

matrices for the network with secondary nodes and stubs as described above,

the time ordered products A[t1] . . . A[tn] with t1 < t2 < · · · < tn count only the

time-ordered walks using feasible link connections. Then, the i, j-th element of

the matrix

Q = [(I + α̃A[1])(I + α̃A[2]) . . . (I + α̃A[T ])− I], (6)
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contains the contribution to centrality of all walks from i to j (α̃ =
√
α is the

weight of a one-stub walk). The vectors of temporally generalised outgoing and

incoming Katz centrality are then obtained summing Q, respectively. Further

details can be found in (8).

Furthermore, to differentiate between within-airline and across-airlines walks,

the multiplex nature of the network should be considered. Centrality measures

for multiplexes are reviewed in (16), however they either consist in computing

the centrality of an airport separately on each layer and then aggregating the

single-layer centralities to obtain a global centrality (e.g., by summing or averag-

ing the single-layer centralities) or in computing the centrality on an aggregated

network, which adjacency matrix is the sum of the adjacency matrices of all lay-

ers. The first approach only counts within-airline walks, neglecting inter-layer

ones. The second one, which corresponds to what we have presented in sec-

tion 3.2.1, counts instead both intra- and inter-layer walks without distinction

in weights. In Trip Centrality, a parameter ε ∈ [0, 1] weights each change of

layer, so that walks using links on several layers are included in the centrality

computation but contribute less than an intra-layer walk of the same length.

In the limit in which ε = 0, only intra-layer walks are counted, while in the

limit ε = 1 no distinction is made between intra- and inter-layer walks. This

weighting is obtained as follows (see (8) for a more detailed explanation). For

each primary node, one copy for each layer is considered, such that an adjacency

matrix has size (NNL +Nl)× (NNL +Nl), where N is the number of primary

links (airports), NL is the number of layers (airlines) and Nl is the number of

secondary nodes (flights). Then, we introduce the matrix K, of the same size

of A, as the matrix with elements Kii = 1 and Kij = ε if i and j are two

copies of the same node on different layers (zero otherwise). Now, the products

of the form A[t1]KA[t2]K . . .KA[tn] count time-ordered walks by introducing a

factor ε every time there is a change of layer. In conclusion, the outgoing Trip

Centrality on the temporal multiplex is written as

~tout = [(I + α̃A[1]K)(I + α̃A[2]K) . . . (I + α̃A[T ]K)− I]K−1~1(NNL+Nl), (7)
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where ~1(NNL+Nl) is a column vector of ones (used to perform the sum over

columns). The incoming centrality is generalised similarly. With this formula,

a centrality for each copy of a node on each different layer is obtained. An ag-

gregated centrality value fo a node, counting walks outgoing from (or incoming

to) that node on any layer, is obtained by summing the centralities of all its

copies.

The outgoing Trip centrality of an airport counts all the walks, i.e., ”potential”

passenger itineraries, having that airport as the origin, while the incoming Trip

centrality counts those having that airport as a destination. Potential itineraries

are all the sequences of any number of flights that can be potentially taken one

after the other, given their schedule. An itinerary of n legs is weighted αn,

where α < 1 , so that itineraries made of more legs are counted less. Note that,

due to how the metric is computed, no upper or lower limit for the connecting

time is considered, so that two flights can be taken in sequence as long as the

second one departs later than the arrival of the first.

Cancellations and delays make some of the walks that existed in the sched-

uled network not feasible anymore in the actual one. The resulting damage to

the network connectivity can be quantified by the loss of centrality between the

scheduled and the actual network. Centrality in the actual network is computed

by using the actual network structure, which accounts for the delays and can-

cellations, and by excluding from the counting the new itineraries that become

possible due to delays.

The application of Trip Centrality to the US dataset proves that this metric

is able to capture the network effect of delays, differently from the static cen-

trality metrics. In fact, Figure 2 plots the percentage centrality loss, averaged

over all airports, for each day against the average delay of delayed flights on

that day and shows an overall increasing patter. This means that centrality

losses tend to be larger when delays are larger. In (8) it was shown that the

average centrality loss is also increasing with two other delay-related indicators:

the average fraction of delayed flights in an airport and the average delay of all

flights on that day. It was also shown that when these indicators increase the
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Figure 2: Percentage of Trip Centrality loss, averaged over all airports, in each day of the

dataset, according to incoming Trip Centrality (red) and outgoing Trip Centrality (black)

plotted against the average departure delay of delayed flights in minutes. Trip centrality is

computed with α = 0.2 and ε = 0. Each point corresponds to one day of the dataset. The per-

centage centrality loss of an airport is computed as ∆c% = 100× (csched−cact)/csched, where

csched and cact are the airport’s centralities on the scheduled and realised network. Lines are

obtained by a locally weighted smoothing (LOWESS) of the dots of the correspondent colour.

rankings in the scheduled and realised network tend to be more different. This

remains true also when the cancelled flights are excluded from the analysis (see

supplementary figure S3 of (8)), proving that the effect of missed connection is

recognised.

Differently from Katz centrality, in Trip centrality the parameter α weighting

the use of one link can be chosen without constraints, because all counted walks

are made of a finite number of jumps (at most one per time-frame). For values

of α large enough, say α > 0.05, the ranking according to Trip centrality dif-

fers significantly from the ones obtained by Katz or degree centrality (see (8)),

as such values of the parameter give importance to walks longer than one, on

whose counting Trip Centrality differs.
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3.3. Causality metrics

3.3.1. State of the art

A method to test whether there is a causal relation between two time series

was first proposed by Granger (9) and is based on the idea that, if the knowledge

of past observations of one time series allows us to estimate future observations

of the other time series better than without considering them, then there exists

a directional causal relation. Here, we review the application of the Granger

causality metrics to the ATM network system. We quantify an airport’s con-

gestion by a stochastic variable X whose realisation xt at time t is given by, for

example, the average delay of flights taking off from that airport in the time

interval centred in [t, t + ∆t]. Flight delay is defined as the difference between

realised and scheduled departing times. We considered ∆t =1 hour and when

no departing flights are present in the interval we set xt = 0.

Granger causality in mean (9). Y ≡ {yt}t=1,...,T is said to Granger-cause X ≡

{xt}t=1,...,T if we reject the null hypothesis that the past values of Y do not

provide statistically significant information about future values of X by assum-

ing VAR(p) as the predictive model (17). Let us consider X and Y described

by xt = φ10 +
∑p

j=1 φ
11
j xt−j +

∑p
i=1 φ

12
i yt−i + ε1t

yt = φ12 +
∑p

j=1 φ
21
j xt−j +

∑p
i=1 φ

22
i yt−i + ε2t

(8)

where ε1t , ε
2
t are taken to be two uncorrelated white-noise series. The goal of

the test (9) is to assess the statistical significance of {φ12i }i=1,...,p by considering

as null hypothesis that they are zero, i.e., H0 : {φ12i = 0}i=1,...,p. The null

hypothesis H0 is equivalent to considering that {xt} evolves according to a

AR(p) process. After estimating both VAR(p) and AR(p) models, an F-test (17)

is applied in order to test if VAR(p) outperforms statistically AR(p) in fitting the

observations {xt}. If it does, H0 is rejected, meaning that Y ‘Granger-causes’

X.
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Granger causality network. Having established how to detect a causal relation,

we can consider the network of airports where a link i → j is present if i

‘Granger causes’ j. This approach has already been considered in some recent

works in Econometrics (18, 19) and in a recent analysis of the Chinese air

transportation network (11). GivenN time series, representing the state of delay

of the N airports in the network, Granger causality test is performed on all the

possible M = N(N − 1) pairs. When performing multiple hypothesis testing, a

correction to the significance level of each single test should be applied to obtain

the desired overall level γ, i.e., if we test M hypotheses simultaneously with a

desired γ, then a significance level γ′ < γ should be applied to each single test

to correct for the increased chance of rare events, and therefore, the increased

probability of false rejections (20). This has typically not been considered in the

literature. However, it can have a huge impact on the number of detected causal

links, as we show in the following. Here, we apply the Bonferroni correction

which compensates for this effect in the most conservative way by setting γ′ =

γ/M . Standard topological network metrics can then be extracted from the

network of causal relations, e.g., link density, clustering, assortativity, efficiency,

diameter, centrality rankings of nodes. Each of these metrics describes some

specific structural characteristic of the Granger causality network. For example,

link density is a measure of the coupling of airports, since a larger number of

links means more delay propagation, while measures of node centrality indicate

which airports are participating more often to delay propagation.

3.3.2. Application of Granger causality metrics to the US flights dataset

Time series of the state of delay for each airport are built for the period

from January 1st 2015 to March 31st 2015. As suggested in (11), a Z-Score

standardisation procedure is applied to reduce the non-stationarity of the time

series caused by daily seasonality, which may result in a biased evaluation of the

Granger causality metric. The standardised time series of airport i is calculated

as x̃i,t = (xi,t− x̄ti)/σt
i where x̄ti and σt

i are the mean and the standard deviation

of the delay states of airport i recorded at hour t across all available days. Hence,
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pairwise Granger causality tests are applied to the new standardised time series

according to Eq. 8 for different p, ranging from 1 to 6 hours. The maximum

lag is chosen equal to 6 because the empirical partial autocorrelation function

becomes statistically zero after the sixth lag for the time series of any airport.

In case of rejection of H0, the best p is selected according to the Bayesian

Information Criterion. Best p values are distributed around 1 and 2 hours,

meaning that delay propagation happens on short timescales. Finally, we set

γ = 5% and, as a consequence, the significance level of each test is γ′ = 0.05
N(N−1)

where N = 315.

The obtained Granger causality network has L = 4401 Granger causal links.

Note that the link density for the Bonferroni corrected network is ∼ 0.04,

whereas without the correction we obtain ∼ 0.45, much larger. Therefore, ne-

glecting to introduce a multiple hypothesis correction means considering a large

number of non-significant causal links. We find a positive linear correlation

(0.62) between airport size, measured as the average number of flights per day,

and node (in- or out-) degree in the Granger network, see the top left panel of

Figure 3. The figure shows how the node degree increases (on average) mono-

tonically when the traffic size of the airport increases. Thus, Granger causality

in mean suggests that airports having many flights tend to ‘Granger cause’ more

than medium-sized and small airports, thus resulting more important in prop-

agating (mean) delays. Furthermore, the channels of propagation are mainly

represented by one-leg effects, i.e., flights arriving to (for the incoming causal

links) or departing from (for the outgoing causal links) the airport. To see this,

let us define the degree overlap between the Granger causality network and the

network of airports and flights, as

oouti ≡
∑

j GijAij∑
j Gij

, oinj ≡
∑

iGijAij∑
iGij

(9)

for both the outgoing and the incoming degrees of node i and j, respectively,

where G ad A are, respectively, the adjacency matrices of the two networks3.

3Gij = 1 if i ‘Granger causes’ j, zero otherwise; Aij = 1 if there exists at least one flight

departing from i and arriving to j, zero otherwise.
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The degree overlap in Eq. 9 measures how often two airports that are linked in

the causality network are also linked in the network of flights. A large degree

overlap, therefore, means that a causality link between two airports is often

present when the two airports are linked by direct flights. On the contrary,

a small degree overlap means that causal relationships are often present even

in the absence of a direct flight. Hence, the degree overlap can be interpreted

as an indirect measure of the fraction of one-leg effects as channels of delay

propagation. It is interesting to notice, see the bottom left panel of Figure

3, that the degree overlap increases with the airport traffic size (Kendall rank

correlation equal to 0.65), and it is very close to one for the largest airports.

This is a signal that the primary channels of (mean) delay propagation for large

airports are the one-leg effects.

We find also that the diameter of the Granger network, i.e., the longest path

connecting two nodes, is equal to 8 while for an Erdos-Renyi random graph with

the same number of links (on average) is 4, thus suggesting the presence of out-

lying nodes less connected with the central core. This is confirmed also by the

average path length, equal to 3.05 in the Granger network and to 2.4 in the

corresponding Erdos-Renyi network. The clustering coefficient of a graph is a

measure of the likelihood that nodes cluster together, specifically it is the num-

ber of closed triangles, i.e., subgraphs of three nodes connected each other by

links having any direction, divided by the number of any open and closed trian-

gle. The clustering coefficient is 0.28 in the Granger network, a number much

larger than the one of the corresponding Erdos-Renyi network (0.08±0.01). This

difference is explained by the different degree of nodes. In fact, the fitness model

(21), which preserves on average the degree sequence, has a global clustering

coefficient of 0.29± 0.01, in line with the empirical Granger network. However,

when we consider only feedback triangles, i.e., triangles with all links directed

clockwise (or anti-clockwise), among all possible triplets, we count 14, 856 such

triangles, a number much larger than the corresponding random cases, 908± 46

for the Erdos-Renyi network and 7, 656 ± 352 for the fitness model, suggesting

that these feedback loops are over-expressed in the ATM system. In fact, a feed-
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Figure 3: Top: degree in the Granger causality networks, both in mean (left) and in tail

(right), as a function of the airport traffic size defined as the average number of flights per

day. Bottom: degree overlap between the Granger causality networks, for both in mean (left)

and in tail (right), and the network of airports and flights described by the adjacency matrix

having entry equal to one if there exist flights connecting two airports, zero otherwise. Each

point represents the degree overlap averaged over the out-degree and the in-degree of the node.

back triangle represents a positive feedback subsystem which tends to amplify

delay propagation, thus making the system more unstable. Another subsystem

for delay amplification is represented by a reciprocated link between two nodes.

Reciprocity is a measure of the likelihood that nodes in a directed network are

mutually linked and the reciprocity coefficient is defined as the ratio of the

number of links pointing in both directions to the total number of links. In the

empirical Granger network the reciprocity is 0.20, a value larger than 0.02±0.01

for the Erdos-Renyi network and 0.09± 0.01 for the fitness model.

Hence, in the case of ATM systems, interesting network metrics are the ones

which considers feedback loops or reciprocal links and, any innovation which

aims to increase the resilience of the system to delay propagation should tend

to reduce them.

Moving to node-specific topological metrics allows us to better characterise

the US ATM system. In particular, PageRank centrality applied to the causal
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network reveals that the most important airports in the propagation of (mean)

delays are the ones with high traffic, such as Orlando, Atlanta, and Charlotte, to

name but the top three. That is, large airports are more informative regarding

the prediction of the state of delay of the whole system and more central for the

process of delay propagation. This finding, however, contradicts the conclusions

of (11) which, on the contrary, points out the centrality of small and regional

airports for the propagation of delays in the Chinese air transport system.

Finally, by repeating the pairwise causality analysis for a time window of

one month and rolling the window week-by-week, we notice that link density,

i.e., a measure of how much the system is interconnected, changes significantly

also when aggregated quantities, such as the total traffic or the mean delay, are

quite constant in the considered period. This is a signal of a complex dynamics

of delay propagation, which is not simply explained by the total traffic in the

air system.

3.3.3. Granger causality in tail

The results presented in the previous section are based on linear models.

However, the complex nature of the delay propagation dynamics might not

be fully captured by a linear analysis. For example, departing delays which are

small with respect to flight time are probably not relevant for delay propagation,

as they are easily absorbed during the flight or by buffers. Small states of delay of

airports are nevertheless considered by the Granger causality in mean test, which

weights equally small and large values in assessing the statistical significance of

the past information of Y in forecasting X, see Eq. 8. For this reason, we

propose to use an extension of the Granger causality test, namely Granger

causality in tail (22), which considers only extreme events, defined as states of

delay falling in the right tail of the distribution, i.e., large delays. With the same

spirit of (9), Granger causality in tail aims to evaluate whether extreme events

in one airport cause extreme events in another airport. An extreme event for the

state of delay of an airport is thus interpreted as a state of congestion for that

airport. The Granger causality in tail test works as follows. Assume to know at
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each step the probability density function of X conditional on past values4 and

let us define Vt ≡ V (x1, ..., xt−1, β) as the (1 − β)-quantile of the conditional

probability distribution of the time series X, i.e., P(X > Vt|x1, ..., xt−1) = 1−β

almost surely with β ∈ (0, 1) defines Vt implicitly. The null hypothesis Htail
0 of

(22) is:

P(X > Vt|{xs}t−1s=1) = P(X > Vt|{xs}t−1s=1, {ys}
t−1
s=1) a.s. (10)

meaning that predicting an extreme event for X with or without the past in-

formation on Y is statistically equivalent. the alternative hypothesis is that the

above probabilities are different. Thus a rejection of the null hypothesis Htail
0

means that Y ‘Granger causes in tail’ X at level β. Ref. (22) derives under

the null hypothesis a Central Limit Theorem for a suitably standardized sum

over lags of the squares of the sample cross-correlations of the binary variables

where value 1 is assigned to a tail events. This theorem allows to extract a

p-value associated with the null hypothesis. For further information on how to

make testable the definition in Eq. 10, see (22). In the analysis of the US data,

we adopt the autoregressive conditional density model (23) to characterise the

conditional probability distribution, by assuming an AR(p) model for X with

i.i.d. Gaussian innovations and β = 0.05.

We apply the pairwise Granger causality in tail test to the standardised time

series of the state of delay. The dataset and the test p-value and correction

are the same used in the study of Granger in mean. The obtained Granger

causality in tail network has L = 15, 027 causal links, thus link density for

the Bonferroni-corrected network is ∼ 0.15, quite larger than the ‘in mean’

one, suggesting that restricting to the extreme delays is much more informative

that considering delays of all sizes. Comparing the two causality networks,

we find that around half (∼ 0.46) of the causal links present in the ‘in mean’

network are also present in the ‘in tail’ network. The differences between the

’in mean’ and ’in tail’ networks are due to the presence, in the latter, of less

causal links associated with large airports and more causal links associated to

4Conditional density for a time series can be estimated, e.g., by historical simulation meth-

ods or autoregressive conditional density model (23).
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small and medium airports, see the top right panel of Figure 3. This difference

is further confirmed by the low Spearman correlation between the node degree

of the Granger causality in mean network and the corresponding one in the ‘in

tail’ case, i.e., 0.20 when considering the out-degree and 0.32 for the in-degree.

The non-monotonic behaviour of both the out- and in-degree in the Granger

causality in tail network as a function of the traffic size of airports observed

in Figure 3 is a signal of the importance of small and medium-size airports in

the process of propagation of extreme delays. It is interesting to notice that

we measure a positive rank correlation (Kendall coefficient 0.56) between the

degree overlap (computed according to Eq. 9) for the Granger causality in tail

network and the airport size (in terms of traffic). Again, the overlap is close to

one for the largest airports, a signal of one-leg effects as propagation channels

for those airports. On the other hand, it is close to zero for both small and

medium-size airports, suggesting that the mechanisms of delay propagation are

represented, in this case, by two or more legs effects. In other words, a channel

of delay propagation from a small airport to another airport occurs by means

of two or more flights which create a path connecting them by involving other

airports in between5.

Similarly to the Granger causality in mean case, we find that some standard

network metrics are over-expressed with respect to the corresponding random

cases. In particular, the average path length is equal to 1.95 for the Granger in

tail network, slightly larger than 1.84± 0.01 corresponding to the Erdos-Renyi

case, but close to the value 1.90 ± 0.01 for the fitness model, thus highlighting

that the average path length can be explained in terms of degree distributions of

the nodes. A similar behaviour is observed for the clustering coefficient, equal to

0.26 for the causality network, 0.16± 0.01 for the Erdos-Renyi case, and 0.25±

0.01 for the fitness model. However, both feedback triplets (71, 127) and the

5In principle, other exogenous sources may be responsible for the presence of a causal

relationship, e.g., weather may create a correlation between the states of delay of two airports

that are geographically close. Thus, a dependence between two states of delay might also not

be due to flights.
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reciprocity coefficient (0.14) are significantly over-expressed with respect to the

random cases represented by both Erdos-Renyi and fitness models, respectively

showing 3, 631 ± 871 and 64, 136 ± 1, 415 feedback triplets and a reciprocity

coefficient of 0.07± 0.01 and 0.11± 0.01. This result confirms further that the

over-expression of feedback loops and reciprocal links in the causality networks

is a characteristic property of ATM systems.

Finally, in the Granger causality in tail network the most central airports

according to PageRank are different from the ones selected by Granger causality

in mean and, more specifically, are characterised by low traffic. Hence, this result

indicates that extreme delays are mostly propagated from small and regional

airports.

3.4. Comparing centrality and causality

When ranking airports by Trip centrality loss, the highest rank airports are

the ones with smaller losses, i.e. the ones for which outgoing (or incoming)

itineraries were more preserved. Therefore, we expect that the highest ranked

airports are those such that their outgoing (or incoming) flights are less delayed,

therefore causing less itineraries disruption due to missed connections. Given

that the degree of an airport (outgoing or incoming) in the Granger causality

network measures to how many airports it propagates delay (or how many air-

ports propagate delay to it), we expect that airports with large causality degree

tend to have a large centrality loss, i.e. that the two rankings have a negative

correlation. This is actually what we observe in Figure 4, where we plot the

relation between rankings according to centrality loss and Granger causality as

a function of the parameter α of Trip centrality. For small αs, i.e., when more

weight is given to short trips in the computation of Trip centrality, the ranking

of airports according to Trip centrality loss and Granger causality in mean are

strongly inversely correlated (see the top panel of Figure 4) This is in part ex-

plained by the fact that both the loss of centrality and the degree in the causality

network tend to be larger for airports with higher traffic6. However, when α is

6See the top left panel of Figure 3 to notice this behaviour for Granger causality in mean.
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Figure 4: Kendall correlation coefficient between the ranking according to Trip Centrality loss

and that according to the degree in the Granger causality network (upper panel: in mean;

lower panel: in tail) for different values of α used to compute Trip centrality. The coefficient

is computed between the ranking obtained with Trip Centrality loss on each day of April (the

airport losing lass centrality is ranked first) and the unique ranking obtained from the degree

on the causality network, and then averaged over all days. Bars represent standard deviations.

The red line corresponds to the incoming centralities and the black one to the outgoing.

increased, i.e., when longer trips are weighted more in the computation of Trip

centrality, the ranking according to centrality loss changes in a complex way

depending on the itineraries of more than one leg (see (8)), thus reducing the

negative correlation with the ranking according to Granger causality in mean,

which tends to capture one-leg effects, especially for large airports. Finally,

we notice in the bottom panel of Figure 4 a negative correlation between Trip

centrality loss and Granger causality in tail, but weaker than for the Granger

in mean. This is somehow expected since Granger causality in tail highlights

the importance (high degree in the causality network) of peripheral airports in

the propagation of extreme delays, but the same airports are less important in

terms of trips, thus they have little Trip centrality and consequently also little

Trip centrality loss.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper we presented the toolbox proposed by the Domino project to

assess the system-wide impacts of of introducing new mechanism into the ATM

system.

The proposed toolbox consists of network metrics capable of detecting the

effects of the changes on the interaction of the network elements. In particular,

centrality and causality metrics have been considered, owing to their capacity

to measure the network connectivity and the propagation of delays and conges-

tion in the network. However, we have shown here that existing centrality and

causality metrics are not sufficient to describe the ATM system. Specifically,

existing centrality metrics are not able to tell apart a situation where delays

disrupt important connections to one where they do not and do not account

in a satisfactory way for the multiplex nature of the network. On the other

hand, commonly used causality metrics assume linearity in the delay propaga-

tion, which might not be realistic. We therefore introduced new centrality and

causality metrics, whose functioning we illustrated on a dataset of US flights.

In a separate forthcoming paper we will show how to use the proposed met-

rics to assess the effect of introducing specific innovations in ATM. This is pos-

sible thanks to the Domino Agent Based Model which, once carefully calibrated

on real air traffic data, allows to simulate the whole European airspace in the

current scenario as well as in future scenarions modified by the introduction of

new mechanisms.
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Table 2: Basics metrics per stakeholder

Stakeholder Metrics

ANSP • En-route airspace charges revenues

Airport • departing queue delay

• arrival queue delay

• number of operations

– departures

– arrivals

Airspace users • flight departure delay

• flight arrival delay

• fuel

• delay per flight segment

• reactionary delay

• ATFM delay

• gate-to-gate time

• cost of delay

– non-passenger related

– passenger related (hard and soft)

• cost

– en-route charges

– fuel cost

Passengers • departure delay

• arrival delay

• missed connections

• connecting time

• gate-to-gate time

Environment • fuel kg

• CO2 tonnes
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